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Provide you with high quality door control products and access control 
solutions, making a more convenient life for you!

Door Control Products
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Factory

 

Commercial Facility

Hotel

Public Facility

Office Building

Hospital

Airport

Apartment

Auto door can be set to only allow 
residents to access to improve 
safety coefficient.

Even at the busiest period in a 
crowded airport, auto door can 
guarantee smooth traffic.

The door opens automatically to allow 
convenient and quick passing through with 
stretchers and sick beds

Bulk cargo and other heavy loads can enter 
and exit the factory conveniently without 
opening or closing the door manually.

Auto door only opens when 
necessary, so air conditioning 
circulates indoor to offer comfort 
and constant temperature.

With various types, auto door can 
adapt to any architectural style.

Auto door can effectively prevent 
loss of valuable equipment and 
documents by theft.

Even at rush hours in the 
morning and in the afternoon, 
people can access the office 
building smoothly.

The auto door creates a luxurious 
atmosphere and gives guests a 
special welcome.

Guests and servants can access 
conveniently with luggage.

Convenient and safe auto 
door makes guests feel 
comfortable and easy.

Auto door only opens when 
necessary, so air conditioning 
circulates indoor to offer comfort 
and constant temperature.

Even at rush hours, auto door can keep 
the crowd smooth and in proper order.

Convenient and safe auto door 
allows customers to shop with 
comfort and ease.

Auto door only opens when 
necessary, so air conditioning 
circulates indoor to offer comfort 
and constant temperature.

Even at the most 
crowded period, 
customers can enter and 
exit shops smoothly.

Legend design of auto door 
allows you to welcome and see 
off guests gracefully.
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Sliding Automatic Door

Technical ParametersMotor Controller Sensor

DC blushless motor with smal l 
volume and large power is used to 
accommodate deceleration of the 
high-speed gear box system with 
high transmission efficiency and 
small noise and then to drive the belt. 
A safety device is equipped inside. 
Despite of frequent switch on and 
off, it can run continuously without 
fault. The motor transmission belt 
pulley is made of metal and free from 
maintenance.

The controller module accepts 
detect ion signals from the 
sensors or other signal switches 
drive the motor and control the 
door to run in an appropriate 
way. Two sets of auxiliary light 
sensor interface and auxiliary 
function interface are increased 
to further improve safety and 
multifunction of the product.

Operation Safer because 
of big sensing range 
and small blind area.  
Using the latest digital 
signal processing, with 
the static detection 
function.
Adjustment easier, 
i t  can be adjusted 
flexibly according to the 
premises.

The sensing range can 
be adjustable, super-
sens i t i ve .  D i f f e ren t 
detection range can be 
received by adjusting 
knob, and the detection 
range is:
Min. 0.5m×0.4m
Max.4m×2m

[Sectional diagram] PS Series 120/150 surface installation Unit: mm

Safety  Construction  Reliability  Multifunction

0605

Model of the door Single door Double doors Single door Double doors Single door Double doors

Weight Less than 75kg*1 Less than 75kg*2 Less than 120 kg Less than 120 kg*2 Less than 150 kg Less than 150 kg*2

Width Door width 600~1,250mm

Installation method surface concealed surface concealed surface concealed surface concealed surface concealed surface concealed

Opening speed 14-32 cm/s
 (adjustable)

14-32 cm/s
 (adjustable)

 14-41 cm/s 
(remote control,

 adjustable)

14-40 cm/s
 (remote control,

 adjustable)

14-41 cm/s
 (remote control,

 adjustable)

14-34 cm/s
 (remote control,

 adjustable)

Closing speed
9-30 cm/s

(remote control,
 adjustable)

9-30 cm/s
(remote control,

 adjustable)

10-40 cm/s
 (remote control,

 adjustable)

10--38 cm/s 
(remote control,

 adjustable)

10-39 cm/s 
(remote control,

 adjustable)

10-34 m/s 
(remote control,

 adjustable)

Open duration 0~9 s

Manual opening
 force in case 

of power failure
37 N(3.8 kgf)  44 N(4.5 kgf) 46.0N (4.7 kgf) 61.7N (6.3 kgf) 63.7N (6.5 kgf) 89.2N (9.1 kgf)

Applicable
 temperature

-20 C~+50 C

Voltage AC 200~250V 50/60 Hz

To the center of the panel upper surface
Can be adjustable:21.5~32.5

To the center of the pulley:27

Hole position
Screw lateral space:400



Heavy Duty Sliding Automatic Door

Motor Controller Sensor

Large power DC motor with strong 
power capable of driving double 
doors of 500kg.
Small size, convenient installation, 
safe and reliable plug-in wire 
connection and stable operation, 
service life over 1 million times.
Optimized reduction box to work 
with gear box system reduction of 
high transmission efficiency and 
substantially reduce the noise.

High integration, embedded IC design, 
quick and reliable data processing
Added network port to allow connection 
with operator, through which parameter 
setting and adjustment can be made.
Connection with electronic magnetic 
lock and backup battery can be achieved 
via function expansion modules to 
realize various management functions

Broader scope of detection, installation 
height up to 3.5m
Slim and elegant appearance, protecting 
from statics, insects and dusts, easy 
to adjust, scope of detection can be 
adjusted without opening the housing of 
the sensor.

Technical Parameters

Engine device model (with auxiliary sensor) NSXZ12525F NSXZ12550F NSXZ12560F

Leading track length (m) 2.5m 5m 6m

Type Single opening Double opening

Weight Less than 250kg Less than 250kg*2

Width Door width 800~1,500mm

Installation method Surface

Opening speed 100~500mm/s, suggested safe operating speed: ≤280mm/s

Closing speed 100~500mm/s, suggested safe operating speed: ≤280mm/s

Open duration 0~30s (adjustable)

Manual opening force in case of power failure ≤150N (15.3kgf)

Applicable temperature -20 C~+50 C

Voltage AC 220V±10%, 50~60Hz

Door operator sectional diagram

Mount bolds at tapping 
positions on the surface with 
transverse pitch of 400mm
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Provide integrated access solution, provide you with free and 
unimpeded living environment

Sliding Automatic Door System

Door body pattern and size

Product constitution

Three reasons to choose Panasonic sliding automatic door system

Application

Reason No.1 Reason No.2 Reason No.3

Custom made
Convenient for construction

System support
Solutions

Unified style
Good appearance

Panasonic sliding automatic door systems are widely used at entrance and exit of hotels, malls, banks, 
factors, office buildings, public buildings and chain supermarkets and so on.

Door body Door operator system

Figure 1 Figure 2

Including door frame, leading track, track cover, door leaf and swing stopper;
The door adopts high strength aluminum alloy which is firm, durable and resistant to 
deformation (Figure 1).
The door surface has multiple treatments and colors for selection, including oxidation, 
fluorine carbon spraying, wire drawing, mirror polishing, sandblasting processing, 
as well as black, silver, red and wood grain in color. The standard product is anodic 
oxidation silver and black.
The frame has Panasonic logo at lower right corner on the front cover plate and 
corresponding positions of the door frame.

Door body

Custom made, Convenient for construction

Product features:

Customize door, moving leaf, fixed leaf, standing frame combination according 
to measurements at the site and connect firmly with screws.
No additional processing, cutting and welding is needed for on-site installation, 
which greatly reduces construction difficulty and workload.
Designed with specific glass seal, no need to seal with glue, which improves 
construction convenience.

System Support, Solutions

Adopt high intensity aluminum alloy profiles to work with Panasonic autodoor engine device, humanized design.
Door and door operator system work together and also work with other functional parts to realize door locking, remote control 
and access control functions and provide customers with integrated solutions.

Unified style, Good appearance

Good looking and elegant appearance, optional door colors, matching the main styles of the building.
The door adopts dust proof and thermal insulation design and is equipped with high quality wear resistant wool top and 
excellent sealing performance.

Door operator system
Light type: single door leaf weight 75kg
Heavy type: single door leaf weight 120kg

Remark: The size of door frame of 30/50/70 profiles are the same, the width of door leaf vertical support parts are 
30mm/50mm/70mm. 

Pattern Legend
30 profiles

Door body size(m)
50 profiles

Door body size(m)
70 profiles

Door body size(m)

Basic pattern 
(double opening)

Size
①

W≤4.2 
H≤2.6

Size
①

W≤4.2
H≤2.6

Size
①

W≤4.2           
H≤2.6

Size
②

4.2<W≤5
H≤2.6

Size
②

4.2<W≤5       
2.6<H≤2.8

Size
②

4.2<W≤5       
2.6<H≤3

Basic pattern
 (left single opening)

W≤2.3   
 H≤2.6

Size
①

W≤2.3
H≤2.6

Size
①

W≤2.3
H≤2.6

Size
②

W≤3
H≤2.8

Size
②

W≤3   
H≤3

Basic pattern
 (right single opening)

W≤2.3  
 H≤2.6

Size
①

W≤2.3
H≤2.6

Size
①

W≤2.3 
 H≤2.6

Size
②

W≤3
H≤2.8

Size
②

W≤3 
H≤3

Basic pattern
 + varnishing 
+ side door

Size
①

W≤6.7
H≤3.6

Size
①

W≤6.7
H≤3.6

Size
①

W≤6.7
H≤3.6

Size
②

6.7<W≤7.5
H≤3.6

Size
②

6.7<W≤7.5  
3.6<H≤3.8

Size
②

6.7<W≤7.5  
3.6<H≤4 

Basic pattern 
+ varnishing

Size
①

W≤4.2
H≤3.6

Size
①

W≤4.2
H≤3.6

Size
①

W≤4.2           
H≤3.6

Size
②

4.2<W≤5
H≤3.6

Size
②

4.2<W≤5    
3.6<H≤3.8  

Size
②

4.2<W≤5    
3.6<H≤4    

Basic pattern
+ side door

Size
①

W≤6.7
H≤2.6

Size
①

W≤6.7
H≤2.6

Size
①

W≤6.7           
H≤2.6

Size
②

6.7<W≤7.5
H≤2.6 

Size
②

6.7<W≤7.5 
2.6<H≤2.8

Size
②

6.7<W≤7.5 
2.6<H≤3  

Panasonic
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Panasonic
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Sales model – Customized sales
STEP 1 

Measure size at the site

STEP 2 

Design drawings signed by 
Party A for confirmation

STEP 3

Customized processing, 
construction after delivery
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Panasonic swing automatic door is a newly developed product by Panasonic. These products are 
widely used in emergency escape routes and fire exits of factories and hospitals, offices, private 
houses and other places.

It is easy to install these products. Specifically, the installation and transformation of swing automatic 
door can be completed by adding the corresponding components on the basis of the existing 
manual swing door.They are characterized with safety, reliability and ease of use.

Panasonic swing automatic doors, which is elegant and graceful in appearance and compact and 
beautiful in dimension, is widely used for all kinds of common door frames.Due to the design of light 
door body, the users needn’t to worry about the problem of door frame deformation etc.

The design of super low noise makes these products applicable to places with high requirements on 
noise, such as hospital passageway, private house, office building and high-class apartment etc.The 
safety design of these products is directed to providing help for old people, the disabled and 
children, letting them feel more comfortable and convenient.

Product Introduction

Main Components

Controller module Motor drive module Sensor module
Receive detection signal from sensor 
or other signal switches, driving 
motor and door body to move 
according to applicable mode. 
Further improve safety and 
multi-functionality of products.

Adopt small DC electric machine with high 
power, coordinating with the deceleration of 
high speed gearbox system with high 
transmission efficiency and low-noise. Even 
though frequently open and close, it can 
operate for a long time without any failure.

Microwave sensor is not easy to be affected 
by natural factors such as the weather. It has 
good reliability and high sensitivity, which 
improve integrated safety.

Being equipped with motor with new technology, which improves the motor structure, optimizes the design 
of decelerator and further reduces the noise;

Optimized controller program combined with the newly-designed motor makes the products operate more 
steadily and smoothly;

Adopting newly-developed sensor, with high safety and reliability. Adopting high-speed SCM for real-time 
scanning and monitoring the system state, which makes the system operates more safely and reliably.

Compact connection between reducer and commutator, which further lowers the noise and volume.The 
electric motor is safer due to the overheating protection and overload protection.

Adjustment function to switch speed Adjustment function to closing time delay

Safeguard function Over-temperature protection function

Wind-proof loaf closing maintenance function Adjustment function to door-opening range

Swing 
     Automatic
               Door

Functions

Four different pre-set shutter speed switches can be 
adjusted according to actual customer demand.

Postpone closing time after opening the door adjustable, four archives 
adjustment time is 1 s, 3 s, 5 s and 60 s respectively.

Door operation encountered resistance automatically stops 
running to ensure the safety of pedestrians.

Motor drive module has over-temperature protection function, when 
chip temperature exceeds 145°, the motor stop motion and alarm, 
which protect the safety of system and pedestrian.

In the state of completely close and standby, when the door is 
pushed for some angle without receiving door-opening signal, the 
door will automatically return to closing position. This function can 
prevent the door from being pushed by wind or other outside forces 
and deviating to closing state due.

Within maximum opening angle (115°), door-opening angle can be set 
up randomly. Through the completion of internal computer's self study, 
every time you open the door, it will automatically hold the set 
door-opening range.
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Product Introduction
Panasonic swing automatic door is a newly developed product by Panasonic. These products are widely used in emergency 
escape routes and fire exits of factories and hospitals, offices, private houses and other places.

It is easy to install these products. Specifically, the installation and transformation of swing automatic door can be completed 
by adding the corresponding components on the basis of the existing manual swing door. They are characterized with safety, 
reliability and ease of use.

Panasonic swing automatic door, which is elegant and graceful in appearance and compact and beautiful in dimension, is 
widely used for all kinds of common door frames. Due to the design of light door body, the users needn’t to worry about the 
problem of door frame deformation etc.

The design of super low noise makes these products applicable to places with high requirements on noise, such as hospital 
passageway, private house, office building and high class apartment etc. The safety design of these products is directed to 
providing help for old people, the disabled and children, letting them feel more comfortable and convenient.

Main Components 
Controller module
Receive detection signal from sensor 
or other signal switches, driving motor 
and door body to move according 
to applicable mode. Further improve 
safety and multi-functionality of 
products.

Motor drive module
Adopt small DC electric machine with 
high power, coordinating with the 
deceleration of high speed gearbox 
system wi th  h igh t ransmiss ion 
efficiency and low-noise. Even though 
frequently open and close, it can 
operate for a long time without any 
failure.

Functions
Adjustment function to switch speed
Four different pre-set shutter speed switches can be adjusted according to actual customer demand.

Safeguard function
Door operation encountered resistance automatically stops running to ensure the safety of pedestrians.

Wind-proof loaf closing maintenance function
In the state of completely close and standby, when the door is pushed for some angle without receiving door-opening signal, 
the door will automatically return to closing position. This function can prevent the door from being pushed by wind or other 
outside forces and deviating to closing state due.

Adjustment function to closing time delay
Postpone closing time after opening the door adjustable, four archives adjustment time is 1 s, 3 s, 5 s and 60 s respectively.

Over-temperature protection function
Motor drive module has over temperature protection function, when chip temperature exceeds 145°, the motor stop motion 
and alarm, which protect the safety of system and pedestrian.

Adjustment function to door-opening range
Within maximum opening angle (115°), door opening angle can be set up randomly. Through the completion of internal 
computer's self study, every time you open the door, it will automatically hold the set door opening range.

Features
High Safety: 
Being equipped with motor with new technology, which improves the motor structure, optimizes the design of decelerator and 
further reduces the noise.

Simple Construction: 
Optimized controller program combined with the newly designed motor makes the products operate more steadily and 
smoothly.

Steady and Reliability: 
Adopting newly developed sensor, with high safety and reliability. Adopting high speed SCM for real time scanning and 
monitoring the system status, which makes the system operate more safely and reliably.

Sound-free Design:
Compact connection between reducer and commutator, which further lowers the noise and volume. The electric motor is safer 
due to the overheating protection and overload protection.

Technical Parameters

Swing Automatioc Door
Sensor module
Microwave sensor is not easy to be 
affected by natural factors such as 
the weather. It has good reliability 
and high sensitivity, which improve 
integrated safety.
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The emergency door is a newest product developed by Panasonic itself 
based on strong research and development strength. This type of door is 
widely used in the accesses of halls in public places, such as stations, 
airports, banks, supermarkets and hospitals, etc.
In the case of normal, the application of Panasonic emergency door is 
the same as Panasonic general sliding automatic door, while the former 
has all the functions of the latter, such as operating parameter adjustment 
and rebound while meeting resistance, etc.
However, when an emergency (e.g. fire) occurs,， the evacuation 
personnel can push the door leaves (flexible or fixed) outwards to 90°, 
and coincide flexible door leaf to the fixed door leaf, which will greatly 
increase the evacuation space and be beneficial to the emergency 
evacuation.
In other special places, such as factory and exhibition hall, where the 
large scale equipment will be transported from their entrances, the door 
leaves of emergency door can be pushed outwards to 90°and moved to 
the two sides for greater passing width and convenience of goods 
transportation. See Figure 3.

Door leaves opening Door leaves closing Door leaves opening fully

Push out timely

 Figure 1

Push out timely 

Figure 2

Push out timely 

Figure 3

Model of the door Single door Double doors

Track length 2.5 meters 4.2 meters
Weight of door body 100 kg 2*100 kg

Maximum width of door opening 2.25 meters 4.4 meters
Maximum width of opening 2.04 meters 4.08 meters
Clear height of door body  2.3 meters

Installation method Concealed Concealed
Opening speed 14~41cm/s (Adjustable by remote control) 14~40cm/s (Adjustable by remote control)
Closing speed 10~40cm/s (Adjustable by remote control) 10~38cm/s (Adjustable by remote control)
Opening time 0~9 seconds

Manual opening force when power off 46 N 61.7N
Aplicable temperature

Voltage AC 200~250V 50/60 Hz
Width of movable leaf frame sectional material 50 mm

Width of door body sectional material 2.5~3 mm
Thickness of applicable glass 8 mm

Standard color Silver, other color can also be custom-made
Sensor configuration Inside and outside microwave sensor, safe correlation sensor

Technical Parameters
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Functions introduction and Characteristics 

Emergency 
Automatic

 Door 

Product Introduction

Panasonic Emergency door

Function that push open from optional position: No matter in opening, closing or stop process, both movable leaf and fixed leaf
will be pushed open timely. It meets emergency escape function in various states. 

Stop function automatically: Once door leaf is pushed open emergently, lateral movement function will automatically stop.
Effectively prevent people from being pressed by door leaf when escaping and causing injury.

Ultra-Long Life: Panasonic Emergency door is qualified after 1 million times test.

Special opening alarm function: Emergency door is usually used in public places, where mistaken opening phenomenon appears 
due to unintentionally collision. However, for Panasonic emergency door, once   door leaf is emergently pushed open, the 
alarm light at inner side of the door leaf will be  lightened, which will remind manager.   

Transparent appearance design: Door body glass of fixed leaf and movable leaf are made up by a single piece, 
which is transparent and beautiful, simple and generous.

Design that prevents door leaf form droop: Movable leaf adopts special droop-prevention structure. When door leaf is opened 90°, 
droop amount is slight, which puts an end to the droop of door leaf, which will scratch the ground due to long time use.

-20 C~50 C
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Product Introduction
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Product Introduction
The emergency door is a newest product developed by Panasonic itself based on strong research and development 
strength. This type of door is widely used in the accesses of halls in public places, such as stations, airports, banks, 
supermarkets and hospitals, etc.

In the case of normal, the application of Panasonic emergency door is the same as Panasonic general sliding 
automatic door, while the former has all the functions of the latter, such as operating parameter adjustment and 
rebound while meeting resistance, etc.

However, when an emergency (e.g. fire) occurs, the  evacuation personnel can push the door leaves (flexible or fixed) 
outwards to 90°, and coincide flexible door leaf to the fixed door leaf, which will greatly increase  the  evacuation  
space  and  be  beneficial  to  the  emergency evacuation.

In other special places, such as factory and exhibition hall, where the large scale equipment will be transported from 
their entrances, the door leaves of emergency door can be pushed outwards to 90°and moved to the two sides for 
greater passing width and convenience of goods transportation. See Figure 3.

Functions and Characteristics
Function that push open from optional position: No matter in opening, closing or stop process, both movable 
leaf and fixed leaf will be pushed open timely. It meets emergency escape function in various states.

Stop function automatically: Once door leaf is pushed open emergently, lateral movement function will 
automatically stop. Effectively prevent people from being pressed by door leaf when escaping and causing injury.

Ultra-Long Life: Panasonic Emergency door is qualified after 1 million times test.

Special opening alarm function: Emergency door is usually used in public places, where mistaken opening 
phenomenon appears due to unintentionally collision. However, for Panasonic emergency door, once  door leaf is 
emergently pushed open, the alarm light at inner side of the door leaf will be lightened, which will remind manager

Transparent appearance design: Door body glass of fixed leaf and movable leaf are made up by a single piece, 
which is transparent and beautiful, simple and generous.

Design that prevents door leaf form droop: Movable leaf adopts special droop-prevention structure. When door 
leaf is opened 90°, droop amount is slight, which puts an end to the droop of door leaf, which will scratch the 
ground due to long time use.

The emergency door is a newest product developed by Panasonic itself 
based on strong research and development strength. This type of door is 
widely used in the accesses of halls in public places, such as stations, 
airports, banks, supermarkets and hospitals, etc.
In the case of normal, the application of Panasonic emergency door is 
the same as Panasonic general sliding automatic door, while the former 
has all the functions of the latter, such as operating parameter adjustment 
and rebound while meeting resistance, etc.
However, when an emergency (e.g. fire) occurs,， the evacuation 
personnel can push the door leaves (flexible or fixed) outwards to 90°, 
and coincide flexible door leaf to the fixed door leaf, which will greatly 
increase the evacuation space and be beneficial to the emergency 
evacuation.
In other special places, such as factory and exhibition hall, where the 
large scale equipment will be transported from their entrances, the door 
leaves of emergency door can be pushed outwards to 90°and moved to 
the two sides for greater passing width and convenience of goods 
transportation. See Figure 3.

Door leaves opening Door leaves closing Door leaves opening fully

Push out timely

 Figure 1

Push out timely 

Figure 2

Push out timely 

Figure 3

Model of the door Single door Double doors

Track length 2.5 meters 4.2 meters
Weight of door body 100 kg 2*100 kg

Maximum width of door opening 2.25 meters 4.4 meters
Maximum width of opening 2.04 meters 4.08 meters
Clear height of door body  2.3 meters

Installation method Concealed Concealed
Opening speed 14~41cm/s (Adjustable by remote control) 14~40cm/s (Adjustable by remote control)
Closing speed 10~40cm/s (Adjustable by remote control) 10~38cm/s (Adjustable by remote control)
Opening time 0~9 seconds

Manual opening force when power off 46 N 61.7N
Aplicable temperature

Voltage AC 200~250V 50/60 Hz
Width of movable leaf frame sectional material 50 mm

Width of door body sectional material 2.5~3 mm
Thickness of applicable glass 8 mm

Standard color Silver, other color can also be custom-made
Sensor configuration Inside and outside microwave sensor, safe correlation sensor

Technical Parameters
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Functions introduction and Characteristics 

Emergency 
Automatic

 Door 

Product Introduction

Panasonic Emergency door

Function that push open from optional position: No matter in opening, closing or stop process, both movable leaf and fixed leaf
will be pushed open timely. It meets emergency escape function in various states. 

Stop function automatically: Once door leaf is pushed open emergently, lateral movement function will automatically stop.
Effectively prevent people from being pressed by door leaf when escaping and causing injury.

Ultra-Long Life: Panasonic Emergency door is qualified after 1 million times test.

Special opening alarm function: Emergency door is usually used in public places, where mistaken opening phenomenon appears 
due to unintentionally collision. However, for Panasonic emergency door, once   door leaf is emergently pushed open, the 
alarm light at inner side of the door leaf will be  lightened, which will remind manager.   

Transparent appearance design: Door body glass of fixed leaf and movable leaf are made up by a single piece, 
which is transparent and beautiful, simple and generous.

Design that prevents door leaf form droop: Movable leaf adopts special droop-prevention structure. When door leaf is opened 90°, 
droop amount is slight, which puts an end to the droop of door leaf, which will scratch the ground due to long time use.

-20 C~50 C

Technical Parameters

Emergency Automatic Door
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Application of Clean Room Automatic Door

Types of Clean Room Automatic Door

Air tight type-air tight door

Practical type-sliding door for medical use

As the leading enterprise of the automatic door industry, Panasonic takes advantage of its strong technical force 
and research and development capacity and has developed automatic door for medical use with high safety, air-
tightness and comfort. The clean room automatic door can effectively prevent dusts in the air from entering 
the room and avoid bacterial infection, save air-conditioning energy, prevent wind and dust and reduce noise. 
Panasonic clean room automatic door organically combines with induction system to prevent contact infection to 
achieve real air-tightness effect, and perfect solutions for construction and transformation of entrance and exist of 
operation room meeting hospitals’ requirements can thus be developed.
With the development of the society, clean room automatic door not only applies to medical sector, but also to 
following industries.

Product features:
Motor: large power small size DC brushless motor is adopted to ensure long-term 
trouble-free operation.
Track: V-shape arc groove design, squeeze inward and downward when closed, rubber 
around fit closely with the door frame to ensure excellent sealing effect.
Pulley: large radius wear resistant pulley adopted to reduce noise and improve service life. 
Belt: small elasticity, not susceptible to temperature, and convenient belt tension 
adjustment.
Opening method: single opening (left opening / right opening).

Applicable location:
Apply to locations with general requirements for cleanness, sanitation and air-tightness.

Product features:
Motor: service life more than 2 million times, equipped with overheat protection device, 
high speed adjustability.
Controller: program optimized, stable operation.
Remote control: Simple and easy setup and operation.
Opening method: single opening (left opening / right opening), dual opening.

Applicable location:
Apply to locations with general requirements for cleanness, sanitation and air-tightness.

Medical Treatment

Pharmaceutical

Foodstuff

Sensitization

Biochemistry

Electronics

A
ir-tight door

S
liding door for m

edical use

Door operator structural Diagram

Clean Room Automatic Door
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Product type Model Product description

Air-tight door engine NACS82601 Air-tight door engine

Air-tight door chassis track NACS85011 Air-tight door chassis track (left opening)

Air-tight door chassis track NACS85021 Air-tight door chassis track (right opening)

皮带固定装置机箱

吊架装置

制动装置

吊架装置

V形轨道

Special type-radiation protection air-tight door

Product features:
Scientific radiation protection: lead plate of corresponding thickness 
(1mm) is inserted in the door body according to Standards for 
Radiological Protection in Medical X-ray Diagnosis.
Purpose made dynamic beam: unique up and down orientation 
structure, stable operation and powerful shut;
Radiation protection window: setup window according to need adopting 
lead glass with the same radiation protection equivalent of the door 
body.
Opening method: single opening (left opening / right opening).

Applicable location:
Apply to locations with high requirements for cleanness, sanitation and 
air-tightness and radiation protection requirements.

Chassis 

Chassis 

V track 

Hanger 
device

Braking 
device

Groove stop device, 
belt fixation device

Arc groove (2)Hanger 
device

Body of the Clean Room Automatic Door

Features of door body

Good looking
With special process adopted, inner and outer surface have no seam and have excellent levelness and 
rigidity and good looking.
Firm and durable
Firm unstressed connection is adopted for folded edges around, which is firm, durable and guarantees 
smooth operation.
Good air-tightness
Specialized rubber seal is mounted around in combination with the unique V shape design to achieve 
perfect seamless treatment.
 Good sound insulation and thermal insulation performance
Standard door body adopts aluminum honeycomb / paper honeycomb filling, which is high in strength, 
energy saving, damp resistant and has excellent sound and thermal insulation performance.
Diversity of choices
Multiple materials and designs available for choice.
Aluminum honeycomb / paper honeycomb filling available.

Door leaf type Left open and right open
Installation method Surface installation
Door leaf weight Below 150 kg *1
Door width 700 ~ 1550 mm
Motor DC 24 V, 50 W brushless motor
Open speed 14 ~ 44 cm/s (adjustable)
Close speed 10 ~ 40 cm/s (adjustable)
Door opening speed 0 ~ 9 s (adjustable)
Manual switching force Below 100 N (10.2 kg•f)

Power voltage AC 220 V-250 V(50/60 Hz)

Input current 

(@AC220V)

Standby 0.13 A

Operation 1.44 A

Ambient temperature +5 ~ +35ºC

Technical Parameters Door type and standard size

Single open standard door body

Dual open standard door body
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Product type Model Product description

Air-tight door engine NACS82601 Air-tight door engine

Air-tight door chassis track NACS85011 Air-tight door chassis track (left opening)

Air-tight door chassis track NACS85021 Air-tight door chassis track (right opening)

皮带固定装置机箱

吊架装置

制动装置

吊架装置

V形轨道

Special type-radiation protection air-tight door

Product features:
Scientific radiation protection: lead plate of corresponding thickness 
(1mm) is inserted in the door body according to Standards for 
Radiological Protection in Medical X-ray Diagnosis.
Purpose made dynamic beam: unique up and down orientation 
structure, stable operation and powerful shut;
Radiation protection window: setup window according to need adopting 
lead glass with the same radiation protection equivalent of the door 
body.
Opening method: single opening (left opening / right opening).

Applicable location:
Apply to locations with high requirements for cleanness, sanitation and 
air-tightness and radiation protection requirements.

Chassis 

Chassis 

V track 

Hanger 
device

Braking 
device

Groove stop device, 
belt fixation device

Arc groove (2)Hanger 
device

Body of the Clean Room Automatic Door

Features of door body

Good looking
With special process adopted, inner and outer surface have no seam and have excellent levelness and 
rigidity and good looking.
Firm and durable
Firm unstressed connection is adopted for folded edges around, which is firm, durable and guarantees 
smooth operation.
Good air-tightness
Specialized rubber seal is mounted around in combination with the unique V shape design to achieve 
perfect seamless treatment.
 Good sound insulation and thermal insulation performance
Standard door body adopts aluminum honeycomb / paper honeycomb filling, which is high in strength, 
energy saving, damp resistant and has excellent sound and thermal insulation performance.
Diversity of choices
Multiple materials and designs available for choice.
Aluminum honeycomb / paper honeycomb filling available.

Door leaf type Left open and right open
Installation method Surface installation
Door leaf weight Below 150 kg *1
Door width 700 ~ 1550 mm
Motor DC 24 V, 50 W brushless motor
Open speed 14 ~ 44 cm/s (adjustable)
Close speed 10 ~ 40 cm/s (adjustable)
Door opening speed 0 ~ 9 s (adjustable)
Manual switching force Below 100 N (10.2 kg•f)

Power voltage AC 220 V-250 V(50/60 Hz)

Input current 

(@AC220V)

Standby 0.13 A

Operation 1.44 A

Ambient temperature +5 ~ +35ºC

Technical Parameters Door type and standard size

Single open standard door body

Dual open standard door body
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R
adiation protection air-tight door

Special type-radiation protection air-tight door

Product features:
Scientific radiation protection: lead plate of corresponding thickness (1mm) is 
inserted in the door body according to Standards for Radiological Protection in Medical 
X-ray Diagnosis.
Purpose made dynamic beam: unique up and down orientation structure, stable 
operation and powerful shut.
Radiation protection window: setup window according to need adopting lead glass 
with the same radiation protection equivalent of the door body.
Opening method: single opening (left opening / right opening).

Applicable location:
Apply to locations with high requirements for cleanness, sanitation and air-tightness 
and radiation protection requirements.

Specification and Model

Body of the Clean Room Automatic Door

Features of door body

Good looking
With special process adopted, inner and outer surface have no seam and have excellent levelness and 
rigidity and good looking.

Firm and durable
Firm unstressed connection is adopted for folded edges around, which is firm, durable and 
guarantees smooth operation.

Good air-tightness
Specialized rubber seal is mounted around in combination with the unique V shape design to achieve 
perfect seamless treatment.

Good sound and thermal insulation performance
Standard door body adopts aluminum honeycomb/paper honeycomb filling, which is high in strength, 
energy saving, damp resistant and has excellent sound and thermal insulation performance.

Diversity of choices
Multiple materials and designs available for choice.
Aluminum honeycomb/paper honeycomb filling available.

Technical Parameters Door type and standard size
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Product type Model Product description

Air-tight door engine NACS82601 Air-tight door engine

Air-tight door chassis track NACS85011 Air-tight door chassis track (left opening)

Air-tight door chassis track (right opening)Air-tight door chassis track NACS85021

Door leaf type Left open and right open
Installation method Surface installation
Door leaf weight Below 150 kg *1
Door width 700 ~ 1550 mm
Motor DC 24 V, 50 W brushless motor
Open speed 14 ~ 44 cm/s (adjustable)
Close speed 10 ~ 40 cm/s (adjustable)
Door opening speed 0 ~ 9 s (adjustable)
Manual switching force Below 100 N (10.2 kg•f)

Power voltage AC 220 V~250 V(50/60 Hz)

Input current 
(@AC220V)

Standby 0.13 A

Operation 1.44 A

Applicable +5 ~ +35ºC



Two-wing Safe Revolving Door

Basic Parameters
Product

Notes:
1. Inner diameter standard size: 3400mm~ 4800mm
2. Add sliding autodoor between doors
3. Head rail standard height: 300mm or 400mm
 Door leaf standard height: 2200mm (regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)
4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Basic Specifications
  

   

    

  

   

 

display case

Withstanding Voltage

Revolving wheel load 
capacity

Revolving speed

Standby speed

Temperature indication

Wind resistance

<20kg

1500V / min

<300kg

0.45 ~ 0.75m/s

0.3 ~ 0.35m/s

-30° C ~ 40°

Grade 8

Power voltage

Total power

Noise

Lighting power

Revolving door power

Sliding door power

UPS power supply time (optional)

Single phase 220V±10% 50Hz 

1450W

<60dB

500Wmax 12 w each 35

800Wmax

150Wmax

3 min

Bearing capacity in the 

Unique four advantages of Panasonic 
safe revolving door
Most advanced door leaf bump rebound function

When the newly added revolving door leaf is subject to an external bump of 10J, 
the door leaf will return. This guarantees no person or object will be hurt in an 
accident.

Most complete sensor con guration --- 32 sets

Added sensor con guration on the original basis, wide coverage, more reliable 
and no blind area.

Revolving door start sensor (mounted on the head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Sliding door motion sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-nip sensor: [squeeze type] 4 sets

Anti-nip foot sensor: [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-bump through beam sensor: [infrared through beam] 4 sets

Anti-bump sensor (mounted below door leaf): [squeeze type] 4 sets

Emergency stop button: 2 sets

Slow button: 2 sets

Buffer rubber

Shortest anti-bump braking distance

The recommended standard braking distance of China’s Ministry of 
Construction is 200mm-250mm, but Panasonic safe revolving door reaches 
180mm, which greatly improves the safety coef cient.

Braking distance

Door leaf with
rebound function

Emergency functions

1. In order to guarantee access safety and convenience of the aged, disabled 
and the young, single touch low speed rotary switch is equipped, which can 
switch the door from normal revolving state to low speed state.

2. Emergency stop switch is equipped to realize emergency stop when 
abnormal condition is detected by any safety sensor.

3. When the emergency stop switch is released, the door can restore to 
revolving speed before stop in 2 seconds and revolve once.

Φ Outer diameter

19 20

C

Two-wing Safe Revolving Door

Basic Parameters
Product

Notes:
1. Inner diameter standard size: 3400mm~ 4800mm
2. Add sliding autodoor between doors
3. Head rail standard height: 300mm or 400mm
 Door leaf standard height: 2200mm (regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)
4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Basic Specifications
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Temperature indication
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Lighting power
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Single phase 220V±10% 50Hz 

1450W

<60dB

500Wmax 12 w each 35

800Wmax

150Wmax

3 min

Bearing capacity in the 

Unique four advantages of Panasonic 
safe revolving door
Most advanced door leaf bump rebound function

When the newly added revolving door leaf is subject to an external bump of 10J, 
the door leaf will return. This guarantees no person or object will be hurt in an 
accident.

Most complete sensor con guration --- 32 sets

Added sensor con guration on the original basis, wide coverage, more reliable 
and no blind area.

Revolving door start sensor (mounted on the head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Sliding door motion sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-nip sensor: [squeeze type] 4 sets

Anti-nip foot sensor: [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-bump through beam sensor: [infrared through beam] 4 sets

Anti-bump sensor (mounted below door leaf): [squeeze type] 4 sets

Emergency stop button: 2 sets

Slow button: 2 sets

Buffer rubber

Shortest anti-bump braking distance

The recommended standard braking distance of China’s Ministry of 
Construction is 200mm-250mm, but Panasonic safe revolving door reaches 
180mm, which greatly improves the safety coef cient.

Braking distance

Door leaf with
rebound function

Emergency functions

1. In order to guarantee access safety and convenience of the aged, disabled 
and the young, single touch low speed rotary switch is equipped, which can 
switch the door from normal revolving state to low speed state.

2. Emergency stop switch is equipped to realize emergency stop when 
abnormal condition is detected by any safety sensor.

3. When the emergency stop switch is released, the door can restore to 
revolving speed before stop in 2 seconds and revolve once.

Φ Outer diameter

19 20

C

Two-wing Safe Revolving Door

Basic Parameters
Product

Notes:
1. Inner diameter standard size: 3400mm~ 4800mm
2. Add sliding autodoor between doors
3. Head rail standard height: 300mm or 400mm
 Door leaf standard height: 2200mm (regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)
4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Basic Specifications
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Revolving wheel load 
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Revolving speed
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Temperature indication
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<20kg
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Total power

Noise

Lighting power

Revolving door power
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UPS power supply time (optional)

Single phase 220V±10% 50Hz 

1450W
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500Wmax 12 w each 35

800Wmax
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3 min

Bearing capacity in the 

Unique four advantages of Panasonic 
safe revolving door
Most advanced door leaf bump rebound function

When the newly added revolving door leaf is subject to an external bump of 10J, 
the door leaf will return. This guarantees no person or object will be hurt in an 
accident.

Most complete sensor con guration --- 32 sets

Added sensor con guration on the original basis, wide coverage, more reliable 
and no blind area.

Revolving door start sensor (mounted on the head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Sliding door motion sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-nip sensor: [squeeze type] 4 sets

Anti-nip foot sensor: [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-bump through beam sensor: [infrared through beam] 4 sets

Anti-bump sensor (mounted below door leaf): [squeeze type] 4 sets

Emergency stop button: 2 sets

Slow button: 2 sets

Buffer rubber

Shortest anti-bump braking distance

The recommended standard braking distance of China’s Ministry of 
Construction is 200mm-250mm, but Panasonic safe revolving door reaches 
180mm, which greatly improves the safety coef cient.

Braking distance

Door leaf with
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Emergency functions

1. In order to guarantee access safety and convenience of the aged, disabled 
and the young, single touch low speed rotary switch is equipped, which can 
switch the door from normal revolving state to low speed state.

2. Emergency stop switch is equipped to realize emergency stop when 
abnormal condition is detected by any safety sensor.

3. When the emergency stop switch is released, the door can restore to 
revolving speed before stop in 2 seconds and revolve once.
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Revolving wheel load 
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Total power
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500Wmax 12 w each 35
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Unique four advantages of Panasonic 
safe revolving door
Most advanced door leaf bump rebound function

When the newly added revolving door leaf is subject to an external bump of 10J, 
the door leaf will return. This guarantees no person or object will be hurt in an 
accident.

Most complete sensor con guration --- 32 sets

Added sensor con guration on the original basis, wide coverage, more reliable 
and no blind area.

Revolving door start sensor (mounted on the head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Sliding door motion sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-nip sensor: [squeeze type] 4 sets

Anti-nip foot sensor: [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-bump through beam sensor: [infrared through beam] 4 sets

Anti-bump sensor (mounted below door leaf): [squeeze type] 4 sets

Emergency stop button: 2 sets

Slow button: 2 sets

Buffer rubber

Shortest anti-bump braking distance

The recommended standard braking distance of China’s Ministry of 
Construction is 200mm-250mm, but Panasonic safe revolving door reaches 
180mm, which greatly improves the safety coef cient.

Braking distance

Door leaf with
rebound function

Emergency functions

1. In order to guarantee access safety and convenience of the aged, disabled 
and the young, single touch low speed rotary switch is equipped, which can 
switch the door from normal revolving state to low speed state.

2. Emergency stop switch is equipped to realize emergency stop when 
abnormal condition is detected by any safety sensor.

3. When the emergency stop switch is released, the door can restore to 
revolving speed before stop in 2 seconds and revolve once.

Φ Outer diameter

19 20

C

Most complete sensor conjuration——32 sets
Added sensor conjuration on the original basis, wide coverage, more reliable and no blind area.

Revolving door start sensor (mounted on the head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets
Sliding door motion sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets
Anti-nip sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets
Anti-nip sensor (mounted on head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets
Anti-nip sensor: [squeeze type] 4 sets
Anti-nip foot sensor: [infrared] 4 sets
Anti-bump through beam sensor: [infrared through beam] 4 sets
Anti-bump sensor (mounted below door leaf): [squeeze type] 4 sets
Emergency stop button: 2 sets
Slow button: 2 sets
Buffer rubber
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Basic Parameters
Product

Notes:
1. Inner diameter standard size: 3400mm~ 4800mm
2. Add sliding autodoor between doors
3. Head rail standard height: 300mm or 400mm
 Door leaf standard height: 2200mm (regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)
4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel
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Unique four advantages of Panasonic 
safe revolving door
Most advanced door leaf bump rebound function

When the newly added revolving door leaf is subject to an external bump of 10J, 
the door leaf will return. This guarantees no person or object will be hurt in an 
accident.

Most complete sensor con guration --- 32 sets

Added sensor con guration on the original basis, wide coverage, more reliable 
and no blind area.

Revolving door start sensor (mounted on the head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Sliding door motion sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-nip sensor: [squeeze type] 4 sets

Anti-nip foot sensor: [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-bump through beam sensor: [infrared through beam] 4 sets

Anti-bump sensor (mounted below door leaf): [squeeze type] 4 sets

Emergency stop button: 2 sets

Slow button: 2 sets

Buffer rubber

Shortest anti-bump braking distance

The recommended standard braking distance of China’s Ministry of 
Construction is 200mm-250mm, but Panasonic safe revolving door reaches 
180mm, which greatly improves the safety coef cient.

Braking distance

Door leaf with
rebound function

Emergency functions

1. In order to guarantee access safety and convenience of the aged, disabled 
and the young, single touch low speed rotary switch is equipped, which can 
switch the door from normal revolving state to low speed state.

2. Emergency stop switch is equipped to realize emergency stop when 
abnormal condition is detected by any safety sensor.

3. When the emergency stop switch is released, the door can restore to 
revolving speed before stop in 2 seconds and revolve once.

Φ Outer diameter

19 20

C

Two-wing Safe Revolving Door
Unique four advantages of Panasonic safe revolving door

Basic Parameters

Basic Specifications

Notes:
1. Inner diameter standard size: 3400mm~ 4800mm
2. Add sliding autodoor between doors
3. Head rail standard height: 300mm or 400mm
4. Door leaf standard height: 2200mm (regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)
5. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Most advanced door leaf bump rebound function
When the newly added revolving door leaf is subject to an external bump of 
10J, the door leaf will return. This guarantees no person or object will be hurt 
in an accident.

Shortest anti-bump braking distance
The recommended standard braking distance is 200mm-250mm, but 
Panasonic safe revolving door reaches 180mm, which greatly improves 
the safety coefficient.

Two-wing Safe Revolving Door
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2. Add sliding autodoor between doors
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4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel
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Unique four advantages of Panasonic 
safe revolving door
Most advanced door leaf bump rebound function

When the newly added revolving door leaf is subject to an external bump of 10J, 
the door leaf will return. This guarantees no person or object will be hurt in an 
accident.

Most complete sensor con guration --- 32 sets

Added sensor con guration on the original basis, wide coverage, more reliable 
and no blind area.

Revolving door start sensor (mounted on the head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Sliding door motion sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-nip sensor: [squeeze type] 4 sets

Anti-nip foot sensor: [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-bump through beam sensor: [infrared through beam] 4 sets

Anti-bump sensor (mounted below door leaf): [squeeze type] 4 sets

Emergency stop button: 2 sets

Slow button: 2 sets
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Shortest anti-bump braking distance

The recommended standard braking distance of China’s Ministry of 
Construction is 200mm-250mm, but Panasonic safe revolving door reaches 
180mm, which greatly improves the safety coef cient.

Braking distance

Door leaf with
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Emergency functions

1. In order to guarantee access safety and convenience of the aged, disabled 
and the young, single touch low speed rotary switch is equipped, which can 
switch the door from normal revolving state to low speed state.

2. Emergency stop switch is equipped to realize emergency stop when 
abnormal condition is detected by any safety sensor.

3. When the emergency stop switch is released, the door can restore to 
revolving speed before stop in 2 seconds and revolve once.

Φ Outer diameter
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Door leaf with rebound function

Two-wing Safe Revolving Door

Basic Parameters
Product

Notes:
1. Inner diameter standard size: 3400mm~ 4800mm
2. Add sliding autodoor between doors
3. Head rail standard height: 300mm or 400mm
 Door leaf standard height: 2200mm (regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)
4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Basic Specifications
  

   

    

  

   

 

display case

Withstanding Voltage

Revolving wheel load 
capacity

Revolving speed

Standby speed

Temperature indication

Wind resistance

<20kg

1500V / min

<300kg

0.45 ~ 0.75m/s

0.3 ~ 0.35m/s

-30° C ~ 40°

Grade 8

Power voltage

Total power

Noise

Lighting power

Revolving door power

Sliding door power

UPS power supply time (optional)

Single phase 220V±10% 50Hz 

1450W

<60dB

500Wmax 12 w each 35

800Wmax

150Wmax

3 min

Bearing capacity in the 

Unique four advantages of Panasonic 
safe revolving door
Most advanced door leaf bump rebound function

When the newly added revolving door leaf is subject to an external bump of 10J, 
the door leaf will return. This guarantees no person or object will be hurt in an 
accident.

Most complete sensor con guration --- 32 sets

Added sensor con guration on the original basis, wide coverage, more reliable 
and no blind area.

Revolving door start sensor (mounted on the head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Sliding door motion sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on inner ring: concealed type) [infrared] 2 sets

Anti-nip sensor (mounted on head rail: concealed type) [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-nip sensor: [squeeze type] 4 sets

Anti-nip foot sensor: [infrared] 4 sets

Anti-bump through beam sensor: [infrared through beam] 4 sets

Anti-bump sensor (mounted below door leaf): [squeeze type] 4 sets

Emergency stop button: 2 sets

Slow button: 2 sets

Buffer rubber

Shortest anti-bump braking distance

The recommended standard braking distance of China’s Ministry of 
Construction is 200mm-250mm, but Panasonic safe revolving door reaches 
180mm, which greatly improves the safety coef cient.

Braking distance

Door leaf with
rebound function

Emergency functions

1. In order to guarantee access safety and convenience of the aged, disabled 
and the young, single touch low speed rotary switch is equipped, which can 
switch the door from normal revolving state to low speed state.

2. Emergency stop switch is equipped to realize emergency stop when 
abnormal condition is detected by any safety sensor.

3. When the emergency stop switch is released, the door can restore to 
revolving speed before stop in 2 seconds and revolve once.

Φ Outer diameter
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C

Braking distance

Safety Revolving Automatic Door

2019

Product A B C D E

PS-A3400-2E 3400 2200 2600 1510 3566 1500

PS-A3600-2E 3600 2200 2600 1610 3766 1600

PS-A4200-2E 4200 2200 2600 1910 4366 1900

PS-A4800-2E 4800 2200 2600 2210 4966 2200

  

   

    
  

   
 

display case

Withstanding Voltage
Revolving wheel load capacity

Revolving speed
Standby speed
Temperature indication
Wind resistance

<20kg

1500V / min

<300kg

0.45 ~ 0.75m/s
0.3 ~ 0.35m/s
-30° C ~ 40°
Grade 8

Power voltage

Total pow er

Noise
Light ing pow er
Revolving door pow er
Sliding door  power
UPS pow er suppl y time (opt ional)

Single phase 220V±10% 50Hz 

1450W

<60dB

500Wmax 12 w  each 35
800Wmax
150Wmax
3 min

Bearing capacity in the 

C

Emergency functions
In order to guarantee access safety and convenience of the aged, disabled 
and the young, single touch low speed rotary switch is equipped, which can 
switch the door from normal revolving state to low speed state.
Emergency stop switch is equipped to realize emergency stop when abnormal 
condition is detected by any safety sensor.
When the emergency stop switch is released, the door can restore to 
revolving speed before stop in 2 seconds and revolve once.
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3



Three/Four Wing Safe Revolving Door

Four wingThree wing

Product

Four
wing

Three
wing

Four
wing

Three
wing

Notes:

1. Head rail standard height: 200mm or 300mm without display case, 300mm or 400mm with display case

2. Door leaf standard height: 2200mm(regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)

3. E-with display box

4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Five characteristics
Safe

Shortest braking distance at 180mm (suggested standard for China: 200-250mm)

Abundant active action, anti-bump and anti-nip sensor, careful and safe

In the case of unexpected situation, the revolving door leaf has back-sliding mechanism to ensure the person or 
object is not hurt (designed for two-wing only)

Adjustable operation speed, with dedicated slow button and emergency stop button

Fire central control device to cope with most strict fire prevention requirements

Evacuation function in emergency to ensure no risk at all

Pre-fabricated high intensity aluminum alloy structure, solid and simple

Fluocarbon coating spraying, stainless steel cladding and titanium cladding available for surface treatment

Multiple colors for choice, door delicately made.

Panasonic Electric Works’ world-leading fully intelligent control system offers stable performance.

Strong motor power, energy saving, mute, long service life

Panasonic Electric Works’ unique touch screen technology makes operation setting simple

Operation status and faults are clear on the monitor

Portable remote controller to switch functions, convenient and quick

Stable

Good looking

Simple

Magnetic card identification technology for safe identification of access personnel
Electromagnetic lock to lock at night

A. Magnetic card 
identification 

Safe identification of access 
personnel

B. Computer network 
central control 

Remote debugging and 
maintenance and after-sales 
tracking management.

C. Portable remote 
controller 

Switch functions via remote 
control, convenient and 
quick

D. Background music 

Achieve music control 
without central control 
room.

Safeguard

Φ Outer DiameterΦ Outer DiameterΦ Outer Diameter
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Three/Four Wing Safe Revolving Door

Four wingThree wing

Product

Four
wing

Three
wing

Four
wing

Three
wing

Notes:

1. Head rail standard height: 200mm or 300mm without display case, 300mm or 400mm with display case

2. Door leaf standard height: 2200mm(regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)

3. E-with display box

4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Five characteristics
Safe

Shortest braking distance at 180mm (suggested standard for China: 200-250mm)

Abundant active action, anti-bump and anti-nip sensor, careful and safe

In the case of unexpected situation, the revolving door leaf has back-sliding mechanism to ensure the person or 
object is not hurt (designed for two-wing only)

Adjustable operation speed, with dedicated slow button and emergency stop button

Fire central control device to cope with most strict fire prevention requirements

Evacuation function in emergency to ensure no risk at all

Pre-fabricated high intensity aluminum alloy structure, solid and simple

Fluocarbon coating spraying, stainless steel cladding and titanium cladding available for surface treatment

Multiple colors for choice, door delicately made.

Panasonic Electric Works’ world-leading fully intelligent control system offers stable performance.

Strong motor power, energy saving, mute, long service life

Panasonic Electric Works’ unique touch screen technology makes operation setting simple

Operation status and faults are clear on the monitor

Portable remote controller to switch functions, convenient and quick

Stable

Good looking

Simple

Magnetic card identification technology for safe identification of access personnel
Electromagnetic lock to lock at night

A. Magnetic card 
identification 

Safe identification of access 
personnel

B. Computer network 
central control 

Remote debugging and 
maintenance and after-sales 
tracking management.

C. Portable remote 
controller 

Switch functions via remote 
control, convenient and 
quick

D. Background music 

Achieve music control 
without central control 
room.

Safeguard

Φ Outer DiameterΦ Outer DiameterΦ Outer Diameter
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Three/Four Wing Safe Revolving Door

Four wingThree wing

Product

Four
wing

Three
wing

Four
wing

Three
wing

Notes:

1. Head rail standard height: 200mm or 300mm without display case, 300mm or 400mm with display case

2. Door leaf standard height: 2200mm(regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)

3. E-with display box

4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Five characteristics
Safe

Shortest braking distance at 180mm (suggested standard for China: 200-250mm)

Abundant active action, anti-bump and anti-nip sensor, careful and safe

In the case of unexpected situation, the revolving door leaf has back-sliding mechanism to ensure the person or 
object is not hurt (designed for two-wing only)

Adjustable operation speed, with dedicated slow button and emergency stop button

Fire central control device to cope with most strict fire prevention requirements

Evacuation function in emergency to ensure no risk at all

Pre-fabricated high intensity aluminum alloy structure, solid and simple

Fluocarbon coating spraying, stainless steel cladding and titanium cladding available for surface treatment

Multiple colors for choice, door delicately made.

Panasonic Electric Works’ world-leading fully intelligent control system offers stable performance.

Strong motor power, energy saving, mute, long service life

Panasonic Electric Works’ unique touch screen technology makes operation setting simple

Operation status and faults are clear on the monitor

Portable remote controller to switch functions, convenient and quick

Stable

Good looking

Simple

Magnetic card identification technology for safe identification of access personnel
Electromagnetic lock to lock at night

A. Magnetic card 
identification 

Safe identification of access 
personnel

B. Computer network 
central control 

Remote debugging and 
maintenance and after-sales 
tracking management.

C. Portable remote 
controller 

Switch functions via remote 
control, convenient and 
quick

D. Background music 

Achieve music control 
without central control 
room.

Safeguard

Φ Outer DiameterΦ Outer DiameterΦ Outer Diameter
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Three/Four Wing Safe Revolving Door

Four wingThree wing

Product

Four
wing

Three
wing

Four
wing

Three
wing

Notes:

1. Head rail standard height: 200mm or 300mm without display case, 300mm or 400mm with display case

2. Door leaf standard height: 2200mm(regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)

3. E-with display box

4. Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Five characteristics
Safe

Shortest braking distance at 180mm (suggested standard for China: 200-250mm)

Abundant active action, anti-bump and anti-nip sensor, careful and safe

In the case of unexpected situation, the revolving door leaf has back-sliding mechanism to ensure the person or 
object is not hurt (designed for two-wing only)

Adjustable operation speed, with dedicated slow button and emergency stop button

Fire central control device to cope with most strict fire prevention requirements

Evacuation function in emergency to ensure no risk at all

Pre-fabricated high intensity aluminum alloy structure, solid and simple

Fluocarbon coating spraying, stainless steel cladding and titanium cladding available for surface treatment

Multiple colors for choice, door delicately made.

Panasonic Electric Works’ world-leading fully intelligent control system offers stable performance.

Strong motor power, energy saving, mute, long service life

Panasonic Electric Works’ unique touch screen technology makes operation setting simple

Operation status and faults are clear on the monitor

Portable remote controller to switch functions, convenient and quick

Stable

Good looking

Simple

Magnetic card identification technology for safe identification of access personnel
Electromagnetic lock to lock at night

A. Magnetic card 
identification 

Safe identification of access 
personnel

B. Computer network 
central control 

Remote debugging and 
maintenance and after-sales 
tracking management.

C. Portable remote 
controller 

Switch functions via remote 
control, convenient and 
quick

D. Background music 

Achieve music control 
without central control 
room.

Safeguard

Φ Outer DiameterΦ Outer DiameterΦ Outer Diameter
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Three/Four-wing Safe Revolving Door

Notes:
1.Head rail standard height: 200mm or 300mm without display case, 300mm or 400mm with display case
2.Door leaf standard height: 2200mm(regulation range 2200mm-2400mm)
3.E-with display box
4.Exterior can be fluocarbon coating spraying or stainless steel

Five characteristics
Safe
Shortest braking distance at 180mm;
Abundant active action, anti-bump and anti-nip sensor, careful and safe;
In case of unexpected situation, the revolving door leaf has back-sliding mechanism to ensure the person 
or object is not hurt (designed for two-wing only);
Adjustable operation speed, with dedicated slow button and emergency stop button;
Fire central control device to cope with most strict fire prevention requirements;
Evacuation function in emergency to ensure no risk at all.

Good l ooking
Pre-fabricated high intensity aluminum alloy structure, solid and simple;
Fluocarbon coating spraying, stainless steel cladding and titanium cladding available for surface treatment;
Multiple colors for choice, door delicately made.

Stable
Panasonic Electric Works’ world-leading fully intelligent control system offers stable performance;
Strong motor power, energy saving, mute, long service life.

Simple
Panasonic's unique touch screen technology makes operation setting simple;
Operation status and faults are clear on the monitor;
Portable remote controller to switch functions, convenient and quick.

Safeguard
Magnetic card identification technology for safe identification of access personnel;
Electromagnetic lock to lock at night.

A.Magnetic card
   identification
Safe identification of 
access personnel

B.Computer network
   central control
Remote debugging and maintenance 
and after-sales tracking management

C.Portable remote controller
Switch functions via remote control, 
convenient and quick

D.Background music
Achieve music control without 
central control room.
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Product NS-A2400-3/4 NS-A2600-3/4 NS-A2800-3/4 NS-A3000-3/4 NS-A3200-3/4 NS-A3400-3/4 NS-A3600-3/4 NS-A4200-3/4 NS-A4800-3/4

2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 4200 4800

A 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200

B 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500

C Three wings 940 1040 1140 1240 1340 1440 1540 1840 2140

C Four wings 1450 1590 1730 870 2010 2150 2290 2720 3150

E Three wings - - - - - - 390 1120 1310

E Four wings - - - - - - 850 1025 1200



Model of door
Track length

Weight of door body
Width of door body
Installation method

Dimension of door cabinet 
(width*height)

Opening speed

 
Closing speed

 
Opening time

Manual opening
Applicable temperature

Voltage

Technical Parameters
Single door

1550~2650 mm
20~50 kg

700~1250 mm
Surface-mounted  Conceal-mounted

61.5 * 95 mm  83.5 * 60 mm

300/400/500mm/s three adjustable speed thresholds 
(factory setting: 400 mm/s)

200/300/350mm/s three adjustable speed thresholds 
(factory setting: 300 mm/s)
1~10s (factory setting: 3 s)

≤ 14.7N (1.5 kgf)
-10~40℃

AC 220V ±10%

1 Rebounding when
encountering drag When encountering drag, it will rebound safely to the fully opening position.

2 Position memory 1

3 Position memory 2

4 Function of stopping
opening repeatedly

5 Function of maintaining
full open state

Holding out against the door for 3 seconds when it is fully opened, the door will remain open and 
automatically dosed in 1 minute. This function can also be realized by pressing the Button "Normally 
Open”, and it can be cancelled by pressing the Button “Automatic” when the door will be closed 
automatically.

6 Function of two door
synchronization Synchronous opening and closing can be realized for two set of automatic doors.

After the first rebounding when encountering drag, the door will move at a lower speed when 
passing through such conflicting position again, if there is no barrier, it will run at the normal speed.
After the second rebounding when encountering drag, if there is still a barrier when the door 
passes through such conflicting position once again, it will rebound by 2cm and then stop running. 
The door will be returned to the normal running condition after receiving the signal of opening.

The power supply will be cut off automatically if the door opens and doses more than 10 times 
within 3 minutes, and it will be returned to the normal running condition in 2 minutes.

Interior Automatic Door
Brand

Technical Parameters

Global Brand

Global Environment Vision

Brand Promise

Suggested Applications:
Private home furnishing, high-end flat, meeting 
room, studio, showroom, physiotherapy club, hospital 
consulting room, clean room and high-class hotel etc.

Functions and Characteristics

We positioned Panasonic as a global brand since 2003 fiscal year. 
With the goal of promoting effective exchange schemes, we focus on 
expanding the business scope of Panasonic Group in the global market. 
With Panasonic as trademark, we aim to provide safe and convenient 
products to consumers with most advanced technologies and make 
contributions to social development of all countries in the world.

Panasonic has been committed to making contributions to the society 
through business activities based on the concept of “enterprise being 
public instrument of the society”. Panasonic has published its environment 
declaration, promised to fulfill its duty to protect global resources and 
natural environment and maintain the global ecologic environment based 
on environmentally responsible operation mode.

The promise which the Panasonic brand makes to customers.
Panasonic generates ideas for life...today and tomorrow. Through innovative thinking, we are committed to enriching people’s lives 
around the world.

Creating change... in a good way. For you, for your neighbors, and for the whole world.
-----Panasonic Electric Works is committed to deliver a new level of amenity across the globe, striking a balance between amenity 
and respect for the environment. Find out what we are doing today as we seek to deliver a new level of amenity to you.

Coexistence with 
global environment

Basic goal

Field goal
Management 

g o
a l

New life value
Clean factory

Environment 
exchange

Environment 
operation and t
alent cultivation

Dealing with 
environmental risk

Green sales 
and logistics

Environment and 
energy causes

ecycling of 
products

Green products

Operational Principle
Linear motor is a kind of driving device which can transform electrical energy 
directly into mechanical energy for linear motion, without any intermediate 
transform mechanism. It can be considered as a device produced by splitting 
a set of rotary motor in the radial direction and then unrolling it with a plane 
face. It is characterized with simple structure, high accuracy, sensitive response, 
safety and reliability etc.
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Model of door
Track length

Weight of door body
Width of door body
Installation method

Dimension of door cabinet 
(width*height)

Opening speed

 
Closing speed

 
Opening time

Manual opening
Applicable temperature

Voltage

Technical Parameters
Single door

1550~2650 mm
20~50 kg

700~1250 mm
Surface-mounted  Conceal-mounted

61.5 * 95 mm  83.5 * 60 mm

300/400/500mm/s three adjustable speed thresholds 
(factory setting: 400 mm/s)

200/300/350mm/s three adjustable speed thresholds 
(factory setting: 300 mm/s)
1~10s (factory setting: 3 s)

≤ 14.7N (1.5 kgf)
-10~40℃

AC 220V ±10%

1 Rebounding when
encountering drag When encountering drag, it will rebound safely to the fully opening position.

2 Position memory 1

3 Position memory 2

4 Function of stopping
opening repeatedly

5 Function of maintaining
full open state

Holding out against the door for 3 seconds when it is fully opened, the door will remain open and 
automatically dosed in 1 minute. This function can also be realized by pressing the Button "Normally 
Open”, and it can be cancelled by pressing the Button “Automatic” when the door will be closed 
automatically.

6 Function of two door
synchronization Synchronous opening and closing can be realized for two set of automatic doors.

After the first rebounding when encountering drag, the door will move at a lower speed when 
passing through such conflicting position again, if there is no barrier, it will run at the normal speed.
After the second rebounding when encountering drag, if there is still a barrier when the door 
passes through such conflicting position once again, it will rebound by 2cm and then stop running. 
The door will be returned to the normal running condition after receiving the signal of opening.

The power supply will be cut off automatically if the door opens and doses more than 10 times 
within 3 minutes, and it will be returned to the normal running condition in 2 minutes.

   Rebounding when encountering drag
When encountering drag, it will rebound safely to the fully opening 
position.

   Position memory 1
After the first rebounding when encountering drag, the door will move at a 
lower speed when passing through such conflicting position again, if there 
is no barrier, it will run at the normal speed.

   Position memory 2
After the second rebounding when encountering drag, if there is still a 
barrier when the door passes through such conflicting position once again, 
it will rebound by 2cm and then stop running. The door will be returned to 
the normal running condition after receiving the signal of opening.

   Function of stopping opening repeatedly
The power supply will be cut off automatically if the door opens and doses 
more than 10 times within 3 minutes, and it will be returned to the normal 
running condition in 2 minutes.

   Function of maintaining full open state
Holding out against the door for 3 seconds when it is fully opened, the 
door will remain open and automatically dosed in 1 minute. This function 
can also be realized by pressing the Button "Normally Open”, and it can be 
cancelled by pressing the Button “Automatic” when the door will be closed 
automatically.

   Function of two door synchronization
Synchronous opening and closing can be realized for two set of automatic 
doors.
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